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Direction of corporate management under the infl uence of the novel coronavirus
―A study on non-fi nancial information, SDGs―
Sayaka HIMENO，Hideaki HOROIWA
A development of a scale for response in ambiguous situations and an examination of 
sexual diff erences in them
Fumiko HIRATA
Third Republic Secular School Plan and Durkheim―Focusing on Durkheim's Jewish 
Origins― 
Satoko OHTSUKA，Ren NISHIKAWA
Interpretation of colors and apparent weight of them
Junko TAKAGI
The Expansion of Interpersonal Relationships in the “Yōji-Gurūpu （Infant Group）” 
Activities： From the Viewpoint of the Symbolic Function of Play
Katsuaki TANAKA
Development of Peer Assessment System for Documents in Online Classes
Yasuhiro TSUCHIYAMA
The Virtue Ethics and "the Social Responsibility of the Scientists"
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The aspects of groups of junior high school students and their experiences of acceptance 
and confrontation : Examination of Gender Diff erences
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